A preliminary investigation of radiation dose reduction on an EMI CT5005 whole body scanner using a copper wedge.
The effects of the existing filtration system upon a narrow, parallel beam of X rays were considered. The profile of a Cu filter to be placed on the tube-side A1 wedge was calculated on the basis that the total energy incident on the detector box would remain unchanged when the other A1 wedge was removed. A Cu wedge was machined according to this profile. The effects of this modification on surface radiation dose delivered to a 25 cm EMI water phantom were both predicted and measured for horizontal traverses, and were in broad agreement. The reduction in integral radiation dose to the 25 cm water phantom was predicted as 39%. Dose reductions measured at several points on the surface and within an Alderson Rando anthropomorphic phantom head averaged 53% and 20% respectively. The modified system was evaluated in terms of imaging ability, and although some degradation was seen, images of the EMI composite phantom remained "diagnostic" in quality, despite non-ideal responses of some photomultiplier tubes at intermediate and extreme positions of the traverse periphery.